
In this regard, the implementation of technology in administrative procedures no matter if that
procedure it is about on authorization or one of a sanctioning nature, implies the need for the
digitalization of the Government to provide fast and efficient services with the lowest possible cost. 

It is necessary to mention that the digitization of the Government is not limited to the mere
implementation of electronic notifications but transcends the possibility of fully processing specific
procedures through web platforms or applications that comply with the minimum security such as web
certification seals, terms and conditions guaranteeing data protection, user-friendly platforms and that
must be accessible to the public. In this sense, digital government generates the ideal conditions to
favor communication between institution part of the Public Administration and their interaction with
those administered, which results in the facilitation of administrative procedures and the elimination of
bureaucratic requirements. 

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT AND
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

ith the Administrative Procedures Act (APA or LPA by its acronym in Spanish), we obtained
multiples benefits, such as the uniformity of procedures, specific deadlines that provide
legal certainty for interaction with the public administration and an obligation for the State
on the use of information and communication technologies.
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The digitization of the Government transcends the possibility of fully processing specific procedures through
web platforms or applications that comply with the minimum security such as web certification seals, terms

and conditions guaranteeing data protection, among others.



National Registration Center: which allows the payment of fees in a secure way, the management
and consultation of online procedures and the complete management of literal and extracted
certifications through the web platform of said institution. 

On the above, it should be noted that in El Salvador digital government is implemented gradually. This
implies that, together with the digitization efforts of each institution, some reforms have been
implemented, such as the Electronic Signature Act and its regulations, which will promote the
necessary mechanisms for administrative bodies to implement digital files and consequently
process the entire procedure through resolutions and minutes with electronic signature and seal.
Moreover, according to the reforms promoted, electronic documents will be evidence in possible
judicial processes if the essential elements of their conservation and integrity are accredited in
accordance with the law. 

From another perspective, digitization efforts are not limited only to the administrative sphere but
transcend the activities of other bodies. For example, the Court has implemented virtual notification
mechanisms and some courts of the Republic have implemented the holding of virtual hearings. 

In this sense, the digitalization of the government and the use of information technologies in the
interaction with the different bodies generates benefits for economic agents, since this is intended to
reduce waiting times, processing costs that in the end represent a significant burden for economic
agents because sometimes the administrative procedures (especially authorization, permit or
licensing processes) limit the exercise of economic activity; however, with the implementation of
technological means, it is expected that response times will be reduced, the need to travel to
institutions is eliminated and rapid and efficient responses are resulted in the required security
guarantees and that enjoy the necessary validity to present them as evidence in the judicial field if
necessary. 

In conclusion, the Salvadoran State's digitization efforts are materialized in more concrete aspects.
For example, among the institutions that have already implemented the use of technologies we can
mention the following:



Ministry of Finance: has digitized the declaration of Income Tax and the Tax on the Transfer of
Movable Property and the Provision of Services, in addition to enabling a portal for payments and
debt consultations electronically, which implies greater efficiency and accessibility in the
fulfillment of tax obligations. 

In addition to the above, most of the institutions of the Public Administration have implemented
the use of information technologies through the enabling of digital portals so that users can
consult or initiate some procedures safely and without the need to appear at the institution.
Moreover, most municipal mayors have a web portal that provides advice on permit authorization
requirements, which facilitates and makes transparent the authorization work that these
institutions exercise on some commercial establishments that wish to open operations.

If you have any doubts, do not hesitate to contact us.
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